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(54) METHOD TO SECURE COMPUTER CODE

(57) The present invention relates to a method for
securing a software code comprising at least one sensi-
tive string,
comprising the following steps performed by a processor
of a cryptographic device :
• determining (S1) a salt value,
• generating (S2) an encrypted sensitive string by apply-

ing to said sensitive string an encryption process depend-
ing on the salt value and on an encryption key,
• concatenating (S3) the salt value and the encrypted
sensitive string to obtain a concatenated result,
• replacing (S4) in said software code said sensitive string
by a protected value depending on said concatenated
result.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of soft-
ware protection. It discloses a method for securing com-
puter code enabling to encrypt efficiently sensitive strings
in the code.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Today, many services are provided to users by
running software applications. Such applications may
store and use sensitive information such as secret keys,
personal identifiers, bank account information... In order
to prevent a malicious use of such data by an attacker,
it is mandatory to prevent anyone but their rightful owner
from accessing such data by analyzing the execution of
some software code handling such sensitive data.
[0003] An attacker may try to understand the operation
of a software by reverse-engineering the compiled code
executed by the system. He may then access secure
information handled by the software and/or modify the
software in order to perform malicious operations. Such
a reverse-engineering is usually performed using tools,
such as code analyzers and debuggers, that extract from
a compiled code information about the operations of the
code, such as a control flow graph describing the order
of execution of instructions in the code.
[0004] An attacker may particularly gain information on
the code from public strings of the code, such as the
public symbols used to name the public functions of mod-
ules of the code. Such an attacker may for example look
for encryption or decryption function in order to analyze
it and discover a secret key used by such functions.
[0005] In order to prevent an attacker from reading
such strings, it is common practice to encode or encrypt
it. Nevertheless, most commonly used encoding/encrypt-
ing schemes have a drawback which may enable an at-
tacker to gain knowledge from encrypted strings: strings
beginning with the same prefix are turned by encod-
ing/encryption into values also beginning with a same
prefix. Such a property poses a particular threat in the
case of code modules public function names.
[0006] The functions of a module can be called from
outside the code by their public symbol. Most code de-
velopers follow naming conventions which recommend
that the public symbol of a function begins with the name
of the module or the software to which it belongs. By
doing so, the public symbols of all functions of a module
have the name of this module as a prefix. For example
all cryptographic function such as crypto_decrypt() per-
forming decryption or crypto_set_key() setting an en-
cryption key, may start with the prefix "crypto". Conse-
quently, when usual encoding/encrypting schemes are
used to encrypt such public symbols, all the encrypted
symbols of the functions of a module also share a com-
mon prefix. For example cryptographic functions encrypt-

ed symbol may all start with "_2bk1YU8". An attacker
may take advantage of this common prefix and guess
the role of some functions after he has analyzed by re-
verse engineering another function whose encrypted
symbol has the same prefix. For example, if he has found
which function is crypto_decrypt(), and deduced that
cryptographic functions all begin with "_2bk1YU8" he
knows crypto_set_key() function is to be found among
the other functions whose encrypted public symbol be-
gins with "_2bk1YU8".
[0007] Consequently there is a need for a method en-
abling more efficient protection against code analysis by
preventing strings having a common prefix from sharing
a common prefix after they have been encrypted.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] For this purpose and according to a first aspect,
this invention therefore relates to a method for securing
a software code comprising at least one sensitive string,
comprising the following steps performed by a processor
of a cryptographic device:

• determining a salt value,

• generating an encrypted sensitive string by applying
to said sensitive string an encryption process de-
pending on the salt value and on an encryption key,

• concatenating the salt value and the encrypted sen-
sitive string to obtain a concatenated result,

• replacing in said software code said sensitive string
by a protected value depending on said concatenat-
ed result.

[0009] Such a method enables to perform an encryp-
tion which prevents common prefixes between encrypted
strings.
[0010] Determining said salt value may comprise :
picking at random said salt value or deriving it from a
predetermined secret value.
[0011] In a first embodiment, generating an encrypted
sensitive string comprises :

• applying a XOR between the salt value and the sen-
sitive string to obtain an encryption input,

• encrypting said obtained encryption input with said
encryption key.

[0012] In a second embodiment, generating an en-
crypted sensitive string comprises :

• concatenating the salt value and the sensitive string
to obtain an encryption input,

• encrypting said obtained encryption input with said
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encryption key.

[0013] It enables to modify the sensitive string before
encrypting it, which prevents the existence of a common
prefix between values getting encrypted.
[0014] In a third embodiment, generating an encrypted
sensitive string comprises :

• applying a XOR between the salt value and the en-
cryption key to obtain a diversified encryption key,

• encrypting said sensitive string with said obtained
diversified encryption key.

[0015] In a fourth embodiment, generating an encrypt-
ed sensitive string comprises :

• concatenating the salt value and the encryption key
to obtain a diversified encryption key,

• encrypting said sensitive string with said obtained
diversified encryption key.

[0016] By doing so, the key used to encrypt the sensi-
tive string is diversified by combining the encryption key
with the salt. Each sensitive value is encrypted with a
different combination of salt and key which ensures that
two sensitive strings sharing a common prefix will lead
to generating two encrypted values which do not share
a common prefix.
[0017] In a fifth embodiment, generating an encrypted
sensitive string comprises :

• using the salt value as an initialization vector for the
encryption process,

• encrypting said sensitive string with said encryption
key.

[0018] By doing so, the encryption process also de-
pends on the salt value which leads to different prefixes
for different sensitive strings.
[0019] Said sensitive string may be a public symbol of
a sensitive function of a module of said software code.
[0020] In this case, applying the encryption according
to the invention enables to prevent an attacker from
guessing the role of some functions after he has analyzed
by reverse engineering another function whose encrypt-
ed symbol has the same prefix.
[0021] Said protected value may be derived from said
concatenated result by encoding said concatenated re-
sult.
[0022] Said encoding of said concatenated result may
use a Base64 encoding scheme or a proprietary encod-
ing scheme.
[0023] According to a second aspect, this invention re-
lates to a computer program product directly loadable
into the memory of at least one computer, comprising

software code instructions for performing the steps of
any one of the method according to the first aspect, when
said product is run on the computer.
[0024] According to a third aspect, this invention re-
lates to a non-transitory computer readable medium stor-
ing executable computer code that when executed by a
cryptographic device comprising a processing system
having at least one hardware processor performs the
method according to the first aspect.
[0025] According to a fourth aspect, this invention re-
lates to a cryptographic device comprising a processor
configured to execute the steps of any one of the method
according to the first aspect.
[0026] According to a fifth aspect, this invention relates
to a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium
encoded with instructions of a secure software code for
execution by a second processor of an execution device,
wherein said secure software code is a software code
secured according to the method according to the first
aspect.
[0027] According to a sixth aspect, this invention re-
lates to a method for executing a software code secured
according to the method according to the first aspect and
comprising the following steps performed by a second
processor of an execution device :

- retrieving a concatenated result from a protected val-
ue comprised in said secure software code;

- extracting a salt value and an encrypted sensitive
string from the concatenated result;

- decrypting the encrypted sensitive string using a de-
cryption key and the extracted salt value.

[0028] To the accomplishment of the foregoing and re-
lated ends, one or more embodiments comprise the fea-
tures hereinafter fully described and particularly pointed
out in the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029] The following description and the annexed
drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative aspects and
are indicative of but a few of the various ways in which
the principles of the embodiments may be employed.
Other advantages and novel features will become appar-
ent from the following detailed description when consid-
ered in conjunction with the drawings and the disclosed
embodiments are intended to include all such aspects
and their equivalents.

• Figure 1 illustrates schematically a cryptographic de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;

• Figure 2 illustrates schematically an execution de-
vice according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention;

• Figure 3 illustrates schematically a method for se-
curing a software code according to an embodiment
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of the present invention;
• Figure 4 illustrates schematically a method for exe-

cuting a secure software code according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF 
THE INVENTION

[0030] The invention aims at securing a software code
SC by encrypting sensitive strings of the software code,
in such a way that encrypting strings sharing a common
prefix generates encrypted strings which do not share a
common prefix anymore. It produces a secure software
code SSC such that it would be hard for an attacker to
gain information on a particular encrypted string from its
resemblance with another encrypted string of the same
software code.
[0031] In order to do so, the main idea of the invention
is to make the encryption of a sensitive string depend on
another value, called a salt. The salt may for example be
combined with the sensitive string before its encryption
or it may be combined with an encryption key to generate
a unique key to be used for the encryption of this sensitive
string only. By doing so, the encrypted string generated
by the encryption depends on the salt and the encryption
of two strings having a common prefix generates two
encrypted strings which do not share any common prefix.
[0032] A first aspect of the invention is a method for
securing a software code SC comprising at least one
sensitive string. Such a sensitive string may for example
be a public symbol of a sensitive function of a module of
said software code.
[0033] Such a securing method is performed by a cryp-
tographic device 10 treating the software code and pro-
ducing the secure software code SSC. The obtained se-
cure software code can then be securely executed by an
execution device 20.
[0034] As shown on Figure 1, such a cryptographic
device 10 may be any electronic device including a proc-
essor. For example it may be a personal computer PC
on which a development environment was installed. Fig-
ure 1 describes an exemplary embodiment of such a
cryptographic device comprising a first processor 11, a
first RAM memory 12, a first communication unit 13 such
as an Ethernet or Wifi network adapter, a first display 14,
first mass storage means 15 such as a hard drive, and
first user input means 16. The software code to be se-
cured SC may be stored on the first mass storage means
15 of the cryptographic device. The secure software code
SSC, obtained after the securing device 10 applies the
method according to the first aspect to the software code,
can also be stored on the first mass storage 15.
[0035] Figure 2 describes an exemplary embodiment
of the execution device 20. For example it may be a per-
sonal computer PC, a mobile device such as a smart-
phone or a tablet, or a public terminal in a bank or a point
of sale. It may also be a simple chip included in a smart
card or a credit card. It may comprise a second processor

21, a second RAM memory 22, a second communication
unit 23 such as an Ethernet or Wifi network adapter, a
second display 24, second mass storage means 25 such
as a hard drive, and second user input means 26. The
secure software code SSC, to be executed by the second
processor 21 of the execution device 20, may be stored
on the second mass storage means 25 of the executing
device. The electronic device 20 may be of any type sim-
ilar or different than the one of the cryptographic device.
Both devices may share the same hardware architecture,
such as x86, ARM or PowerPC, or have different archi-
tectures.
[0036] The following paragraphs describe the steps of
the method according to the first aspect of the invention,
securing the software code SC and producing the secure
software code SSC, as depicted on Figure 3. These se-
curing steps are performed by the first processor 11 of
the cryptographic device 10 and are all labeled with the
letter "S" followed by the number of the step.
[0037] When needed, reference is made to steps per-
formed by the execution device 20 when executing the
secure software code, after the method according to the
first aspect is completed. Such execution steps are la-
beled with the letter "E" followed by the number of the
step.
[0038] In a first securing step S1, the first processor
11 of the cryptographic device 10 determines a salt value
to be used for the encryption of a particular sensitive
string of the software code to be secured.
[0039] Such a salt value may for example be picked at
random or derived from a predetermined secret value
stored in the first RAM memory 12, or the first mass stor-
age means 15 of the cryptographic device.
[0040] In order to make very low the probability of using
twice the same salt value for two sensitive strings of the
same software code, the salt size shall be above a min-
imum size. For example the salt value may have a size
of at least 16 bits.
[0041] In a second securing step S2, the first processor
11 of the cryptographic device 10 generates an encrypted
sensitive string by applying to said sensitive string an
encryption process depending on the salt value and on
an encryption key. By doing so, the generated encrypted
sensitive strings depend on the salt in such a way that
they will not share a common prefix even if the sensitive
strings that are encrypted do share a common prefix.
[0042] Such an encryption process may be as simple
as performing a XOR operation or may involve more elab-
orated encryption schemes such as blockciphers or
streamciphers. The salt value itself may be used as en-
cryption key for the encryption process, or the encryption
key may be different from the salt value.
[0043] In a first embodiment, generating the encrypted
sensitive string comprises:

• combining the salt value and the sensitive string by
applying a XOR between the salt value and the sen-
sitive string to obtain an encryption input,
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• and then encrypting the obtained encryption input
with the encryption key.

[0044] In a second embodiment, generating the en-
crypted sensitive string comprises:

• combining the salt value and the sensitive string by
concatenating the salt value and the sensitive string
to obtain an encryption input,

• and then encrypting the obtained encryption input
with the encryption key.

[0045] In these two embodiments, combining the salt
with the sensitive string before encryption enables to
change the value to be encrypted from a sensitive string
which may share a common prefix with another string,
to an encryption input which does not share a common
prefix anymore with other encryption inputs to be encrypt-
ed.
[0046] When the encryption process uses symmetric
keys, the salt may also be used to diversify the value
used as encryption key.
[0047] In a third embodiment, generating the encrypt-
ed sensitive string comprises:

• applying a XOR between the salt value and the en-
cryption key to obtain a diversified encryption key,

• encrypting the sensitive string with the obtained di-
versified encryption key.

[0048] In a fourth embodiment, generating the encrypt-
ed sensitive string comprises:

• concatenating the salt value and the encryption key
to obtain a diversified encryption key,

• encrypting the sensitive string with the obtained di-
versified encryption key.

[0049] In these two last embodiments, the key used to
encrypt the sensitive string is diversified by combining
the encryption key with the salt. By doing so, each sen-
sitive value is encrypted with a different key which en-
sures that two sensitive strings sharing a common prefix
will lead to generating two encrypted values which do not
share a common prefix.
[0050] In a fifth embodiment, the encryption process
may be initialized by an initialization vector, such as in
CBC encryption process. In such a case, generating an
encrypted sensitive string may comprise:

• using the salt value as an initialization vector for the
encryption process,

• encrypting said sensitive string with said encryption
key.

[0051] By doing so, the initialization of the encryption
process depends on the salt, which makes the encryption
process output encrypted sensitive strings which don’t
share a common prefix even if they did before encryption.
[0052] A major drawback of making either the encryp-
tion key or the value that is encrypted depend on the salt
value is that decryption of the generated encrypted sen-
sitive string requires knowledge of the salt used to gen-
erate the encrypted sensitive string.
[0053] Consequently, in order to provide the salt value
for later decryption of the encrypted sensitive string, in a
third securing step S3, the first processor 11 of the cryp-
tographic device 10 concatenates the salt value and the
encrypted sensitive string to obtain a concatenated
result ; and replaces in a fourth securing step S4 in the
software code the sensitive string by a protected value
depending on this concatenated result. The protected
value may be the concatenated result itself. Alternatively,
in order to ensure that the protected value is a printable
string, the protected value may be derived from the con-
catenated result by encoding the concatenated result,
for example using a Base64 encoding or a proprietary
encoding.
[0054] By doing so, when the execution device 20 ex-
ecutes the secured software code SSC, and for example
calls functions of a module whose symbol has been en-
crypted using the method described above, the execution
device has access to the salt value used for the encryp-
tion of the public symbols of the module and is able to
decrypt the encrypted sensitive strings to obtain the true,
unencrypted, names of the functions of the module.
[0055] The steps performed by the second processor
21 of the execution device 20 for decrypting a protected
value comprised in the secure software code SSC ob-
tained after the cryptographic device 10 applies the meth-
od according to the first aspect to the software code SC
described above are detailed in the following paragraphs
and illustrated on figure 4.
[0056] In a first execution step E1, the second proces-
sor 21 of the execution device retrieves the concatenated
result from the protected value.
[0057] In a second execution step E2, the second proc-
essor extracts the salt value and the encrypted sensitive
string from the concatenated result, by splitting it.
[0058] In a third execution step E3, the second proc-
essor decrypts the encrypted sensitive string using a de-
cryption key and the extracted salt value.
[0059] Depending on how the encrypted sensitive
string was generated, the second processor may for
example :

• decrypt the encrypted sensitive string using the de-
cryption key and split the decryption result;

• decrypt the encrypted sensitive string using the de-
cryption key and apply a XOR between the salt value
and the decryption result;
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• decrypt the encrypted sensitive string using as key
a concatenation of the decryption key and the salt
value;

• decrypt the encrypted sensitive string using as key
the result of a XOR between the decryption key and
the salt value.

[0060] According to a second aspect, this invention re-
lates to a computer program product directly loadable
into the memory of at least one computer, comprising
software code instructions for performing the steps of
any one of the method according to the first aspect, when
said product is run on the computer.
[0061] According to a third aspect, this invention re-
lates to a non-transitory computer readable medium stor-
ing executable computer code that when executed by a
cryptographic device 10 comprising a processor 11 per-
forms the method according to the first aspect.
[0062] According to a fourth aspect, this invention re-
lates to a non-transitory computer medium encoded with
instructions of a secure software code SSC for execution
by the second processor 21 of the execution device 20,
wherein said secure software code is a software code
secured according to the method according to the first
aspect.
[0063] As a result, the proposed method enables to
encrypt sensitive strings in a software code, such as pub-
lic symbols of a code module, in such a way that encrypt-
ing sensitive strings sharing a common prefix generates
encrypted strings which do not share a common prefix
anymore. Such a method therefore prevents an attacker
from taking advantage of a common prefix between two
strings to gain knowledge about the software code.

Claims

1. A method for securing a software code comprising
at least one sensitive string,
comprising the following steps performed by a proc-
essor (11) of a cryptographic device (10) :

• determining (S1) a salt value,
• generating (S2) an encrypted sensitive string
by applying to said sensitive string an encryption
process depending on the salt value and on an
encryption key,
• concatenating (S3) the salt value and the en-
crypted sensitive string to obtain a concatenated
result,
• replacing (S4) in said software code said sen-
sitive string by a protected value depending on
said concatenated result.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein determining (S1) said
salt value comprises: picking at random said salt val-
ue or deriving it from a predetermined secret value.

3. The method of any one of claim 1 to 2, wherein gen-
erating an encrypted sensitive string (S2)
comprises :

• applying a XOR between the salt value and the
sensitive string to obtain an encryption input,
• encrypting said obtained encryption input with
said encryption key.

4. The method of any one of claim 1 to 2, wherein gen-
erating an encrypted sensitive string (S2)
comprises :

• concatenating the salt value and the sensitive
string to obtain an encryption input,
• encrypting said obtained encryption input with
said encryption key.

5. The method of any one of claim 1 to 2, wherein gen-
erating an encrypted sensitive string (S2)
comprises :

• applying a XOR between the salt value and the
encryption key to obtain a diversified encryption
key,
• encrypting said sensitive string with said ob-
tained diversified encryption key.

6. The method of any one of claim 1 to 2, wherein gen-
erating an encrypted sensitive string (S2)
comprises :

• concatenating the salt value and the encryption
key to obtain a diversified encryption key,
• encrypting said sensitive string with said ob-
tained diversified encryption key.

7. The method of any one of claim 1 to 2, wherein gen-
erating an encrypted sensitive string (S2)
comprises :

• using the salt value as an initialization vector
for the encryption process,
• encrypting said sensitive string with said en-
cryption key.

8. The method of any one of claim 1 to 7, wherein said
sensitive string is a public symbol of a sensitive func-
tion of a module of said software code.

9. The method of any one of claim 1 to 8, wherein said
protected value is derived from said concatenated
result by encoding said concatenated result.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein said encoding of
said concatenated result uses a Base64 encoding
scheme or a proprietary encoding scheme.
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11. A computer program product directly loadable into
the memory of at least one computer, comprising
software code instructions for performing the steps
of any one of claims 1 to 10, when said product is
run on the computer.

12. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing
executable computer code that when executed by a
cryptographic device comprising a processor (11)
performs the steps of any one of claims 1 to 10.

13. Cryptographic device (10) comprising a processor
(11) configured to execute the steps of any one of
claims 1 to 10.

14. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium
encoded with instructions of a secure software code
for execution by a second processor (21) of an ex-
ecution device (20), wherein said secure software
code is a software code secured according to claim 1.

15. A method for executing a software code secured ac-
cording to claim 1 and comprising the following steps
performed by a second processor (21) of an execu-
tion device (20):

- retrieving (E1) a concatenated result from a
protected value comprised in said secure soft-
ware code;
- extracting (E2) a salt value and an encrypted
sensitive string from the concatenated result;
- decrypting (E3) the encrypted sensitive string
using a decryption key and the extracted salt
value.
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